
Milford Camera Club   

Multi-Feature Movie Night 

 

-Long Exposure Landscapes- 

 

Professional Photography Tips 

How to Use a 10 Stop Neutral Density Filter for Long Exposure Photography 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pUBtZr5MYk 

Time: 4:49 

Learn to use a 10 stop ND filter for creative long exposure photography. Best practices, correcting color, getting the right exposure, and other tips.  Josh Cripps 

 

 

Other videos on long exposure photography: 

Thomas Heaton 

Long Exposure Photography | Slowing Down 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ns0PQh0PXQ 

Time: 13:51 

B and H 

How to Get Creative with Long-Exposure Photography 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4oaf9mfdrQ 

Time: 1 hour 20 minutes 

Join professional photographer and author Deborah Sandidge as she guides you through creative techniques for photographing and enhancing long-exposure imagery. 

Deborah Sandidge: http://www.deborahsandidge.com 

Professional Photography Tips 

Combine Multiple Exposures in Photoshop to simulate a Long Exposure 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amC606SLxCg 

Time: 9:24 

Learn how to combine any sequence of back-to-back-to-back photos in Photoshop to create the same look as a single long exposure. 

Josh Cripps 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pUBtZr5MYk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ns0PQh0PXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4oaf9mfdrQ
http://www.deborahsandidge.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amC606SLxCg


 

 

 

-Photographing the Moon- 

 

AdoramaTV 

Full Moon : You Keep Shooting with Bryan Peterson 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SataIqfXuU 

Time: 4:17 

In this episode, Bryan is in the south of France, where he demonstrates how to photograph a full moon 

 

 

Other videos on photographing the moon: 

Milky Way Mike 

Super Telephoto Moon Pic Tips and stacking to reduce noise 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXN8tVSqteI 

Time: 11:37 

This tutorial is a simple and easy way to create cleaner images of the moon as well as getting the sharpest possible image from your telephoto gear! 

Anne McKinnell 

How to Replace the Moon in a Landscape Photograp 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAf6oI7ycdc 

Time: 7:07 

In this video, I show you how I used exposure bracketing and focus stacking in the field to make two photos of the scene. Then I combine the photos in post-processing for a 

natural looking moon in landscape image. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SataIqfXuU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXN8tVSqteI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAf6oI7ycdc


 

 

 

-Zoo Photography- 

ViewBug 

5 Tips For Taking Great Photos At The Zoo with Laurie Rubin 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cudgJRqw5VM 

Time: 14:13 

International Award Winning Photographer, Laurie Rubin, shows you her top 5 Tips when taking great photos at the Zoo. Whether it's knowing when the best times are to be at 

the Zoo, how to shoot through glass or wire enclosures, to learning how to be more aware of your surroundings and background elements, you'll be sure to pick up a tip or two. 

 

 

Other videos on zoo photography: 

Gary Gough 

Wildlife Photography at ISO 10,000 - Zoo Photography Yorkshire Wildlife Centre 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=716qiEWLjvs 

Time: 10:36 

Wildlife Photography at ISO 10,000 - Zoo Photography Yorkshire Wildlife Centre. This short film demonstrates how you can take awesome animal portraits at the Zoo. Hints & 

Tips included. 

B and H 

How to Photograph Zoo Animals 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRSLyvsEnS4 

Time: 1 hr 32 min 

Jeff Falk demonstrates the equipment and techniques that he has developed to make the enclosures disappear and allow an unobstructed photograph of the animal. Although 

Jeff uses Nikon flashes, cameras and lenses, all of his techniques are applicable to all other camera manufacturers. 

 

FUN 

Saturday Night Live 

Zoo Pornographer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS7YO6C-7NI 
Time: 4:49 

Members of a morning show (Cecily Strong, Bobby Moynihan, Scarlett Johansson) misrepresent an animal photographer (Mikey Day) on-air. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cudgJRqw5VM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=716qiEWLjvs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRSLyvsEnS4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS7YO6C-7NI


 

 

 

-Infrared Photography- 

Practical Photography 

How to take infrared photos with a converted DSLR 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgX4LSONJUU 

Time: 13:02 

Practical Photography's Dan Mold decides to get an old Nikon D600 DSLR camera converted to infrared and shows you how to shoot stunning infrared images. 

 

 

Other videos on infrared photography: 

Adorama 

Black and White Infrared: Stay Focused with Doug McKinlay 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRNSk4E4jrc 

Time: 7:09 

In this episode Doug McKinlay shows us how to convert a color photo to black and white infrared. 

B and H 

Infrared Photography for the Starter to Advanced Theory 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_u3_-7nSwwM 

Time: 1 hr 33 min 

Vincent Versace will take you on tour of the world of Infrared Photography.  Topics will include; technical considerations, filtering, modifying your camera, exposure and focus 

modifications, and post editing best practices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgX4LSONJUU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRNSk4E4jrc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_u3_-7nSwwM


 

 

 

-Panning- 

Mark Wallace 

Digital Photography 1 on 1: Episode 15: Panning 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXzNtp1shXU 

Time: 6:35 

In this episode Mark talks about panning. Panning is an easy way to create motion in your images. Use it for shooting sports, kids or anytime you want to create some motion in 

your shots. 

Moose Peterson 

Sharpness Series Basic #2 Panning 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLBs3BqjT7Q 

Time: 5:58 

Building on handholding comes panning. The video tells the rest. 

 

 

 

Other videos on panning photography: 

PopUPG 

Photography Tutorial: Techniques for Creating Motion 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SwvWX9cMw6Y 

Time: 2:05 

In this photography lesson Layne Kennedy shows you a neat trick to capturing a fall leaf in motion.  Just one of many ideas you can add to your trick bag when photographing 

during the fall season. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXzNtp1shXU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLBs3BqjT7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SwvWX9cMw6Y


 

 

 

-Photographing Star Trails- 

Steve Perry 

How To Photograph Star Trails - And Post Process Them 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ev88oj7rQtg 

Time: 11:55 

Learn how to photograph star trails and how to post process them. 

 

 

Other videos on photographing star trails: 

PhotoRec TV 

How-to Photographing Star & Star Trails - Setup, Capture, Processing 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3X_R_6cslU 

Time: 9:11 

I walk you through the process and the gear needed to photograph star trails (or just the stars)   Additional Info and details can be found at the link above. 

Apalapse 

Astrophotography 101 - Eliminating Star Trails 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgmdfI328Oo 

Time: 4:00 

B and H 

Shooting Stars | How to Photograph Night Skies | Chris Nicholson 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeIguk_Ezyw 

Time: 1 hr 8 min 

In this video, National Parks at Night’s Chris Nicholson discusses topics such as white balance for night skies, shutter speeds for capturing star points, techniques for creating 

star trails, compositional effects and considerations, how to deal with moonlight and light pollution, post-processing tips and techniques, and more. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ev88oj7rQtg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3X_R_6cslU
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